In his short paper on dual and "paral" forms in tocharian wolfgang krause (1955) tried to prove the statement that there is a semantic opposition between natural pairs and random ("okkasionell") alignments of two items, which is matched with a formal contrast: natural (or established) pairs are referred to by forms in toch. B -ne (= toch. a -ṁ), random "paral" groupings by forms without -ne.
krause's stand-point has been abandoned by w. winter (1962: 111-134 = 1984: 124-159) , who rightly states that a number of ne-less items refer to natural pairs, e.g.
(1) toch. B mlyuweñc 'two thighs' (< toch. B mlyuwe 'thigh');
(2) toch. B eś beside eś(a)ne 'two eyes', also in the compound yneś 'manifest, real' (literally 'in the two eyes') < toch. B ek sg. 'eye', a ak 'id.'
(3) toch. B pauke (sic!) beside pokaine 'two arms', cf. toch. a poke 'arm'.
(4) toch. B kenī beside kenīne 'two knees' (= toch. a kanweṁ du. 'id.').
werner winter concludes that, contrary to krause's opinion, the contrast between two semantic groupings (natural pair vs. random twosome) is not neatly reflected in the contrast of two formal classes; -ne was found to occur in a few forms which could not readily be demonstrated to refer to natural pairs […] , while -ne-less forms are attested for a considerable number of members of the natural-pair group: eś 'eyes', klauts 'ears', *pokai 'arms', maś 'fists', mlyu-lp liii (2) krzysztof tomasz witczak weñc 'thighs', kenī 'knees', pai 'feet'. In most cases […] , ne forms exist beside -ne-less ones (winter 1962: §5 = 1984: 111) . the tocharian B ending -ne (= a -ṁ) seems to be recognized as a secondary addition, because the -ne-less forms can be safely analyzed as a complete duals, cf. eg. (9) toch. B. pai 'two feet' < Ie. *pod-h 1 e. , winter (1962: §8 = 1984: 146-149 ) discusses the status of the dual marker -ne in tocharian B (or -ṁ in tocharian a) and its origin, comparing this marker with the so called secondary case endings ("they occur both as genuine suffixes and as member of nominal phrases with the rank of separate words", according to winter 1984: 148) and especially with the ending -na found in the plural of feminine nouns or adjectives such as śnona 'wifes' (< śana 'wife' < Ie. *g w enVh 2 ), rätrona adj. pl. fem. < ratre adj. 'red' (< Ie. *[h 1 ]rudhros). Finally, he reconstructs *-nō for toch. a -ṁ, and derives toch. B -ne from *nōṷ.
Consequently
Similarly to winter, j. HilMarsson (1989: 40-41) reviews the origin of the dual marker in tocharian only on the basis of internal evidence. after concluding that "there is no particular reason to interpret B -ne, a -ṁ, as reflexes of an I.-e. *nō" (HilMarsson 1989: 34) , he prefers his own interpretation, according to which "an early Common tocharian *naeyä (< I.-e. *no-i) was enclitically used with dual forms". Consequently he suggests that "*-naeyä yielded *-nae through contraction" (HilMarsson 1989: 40-41) .
In my opinion, the Indo-european origin of the dual n-marker in tocharian can be proven on the basis of external evidence taken from albanian, old prussian and Celtic.
alBanian evidence according to the traditional etymology, suggested many years ago by h. pedersen, the albanian term for 'eyes', sy (nom. pl. and sg.), represents "a form of dual […] related to Skt akṣῑ ´, av aši, lith akì, Slav *oči" (orel 1998: 405) . the definite form of the singular number, syri (tosk) or syni (gheg), which represents also a dual formation from the phonological point of view, shows evidently an n-extension (huld 1984: 113; euler 1985: 107) . alb. (gheg) sy-ni, (tosk) sy-ri seems to derive from the singular-plural (originally dual) form sy 'eye' (= gk. ὄσσε du. 'two eyes' < Balkan-Ie. *ok w yə 1 ) owing with a nasal suffix (perhaps *-noi). the eyes are generally treated as a natural pair, so the original dual form became the reason of the creation of a new singular form. the alternation of alb. sy 'eye' (in the indefinite form) and syri (tosk) / syni (gheg) 'id.' (in the definite form) resembles a similar variation in tocharian, cf. toch. B eś beside eś(a)ne 'two eyes'. also alb. gju, -ri (tosk), -ni (gheg) m. 'knee ', pl. gjunjë (euler 1981: 108) seems to be a late creation based on an original dual form (knees are treated as a natural pair) accompanied by a nasal suffix derived from the Indo-european dual marker. the albanian term in question contains the root *glu-, dissimilated from pIe. *ĝnu-'knee' (also *ĝénu-, ĝónu-, *ĝnéu as in lat. genu n., gk. γóvυ n., goth. kniu n. 'knee') in the position before a different nasal, which belonged originally to the dual marker (palb. *-nai < pIe. *-noi). In other words, alb. gju, -ri (tosk) and -ni (gheg) m. 'knee' should be compared with toch. B kenīne du. 'two knees' and toch. a kanweṁ du. 'id.' (< pIe. *
ĝonuh 1 [e]-noi).
It is possible to conclude now that the above-mentioned albanian nouns contain traces of the dual marker *-noi. It is hardly possible to assume, following w. SMoczyńSki (1989: 32; 2000: 16-17) , that both pomezanian words agins and ausins are accusatives pl. in form (or pluralia tantum with the low german ending -ens) particularly that both 'eyes' and 'ears' belong to the group of natural pairs. this is why I am inclined to treat them as derivatives from dual remnants. now if we compare the old prussian dual forms of i-stem with the east Baltic and Slavic ones, then a curious marker -ns (probably *-nas) can be established in west Baltic, cf. (12) oprus. (pomez.) agins (< *akῑ ´ + -nas) vs. lith. akì du. 'two eyes', oChSl. oči 'id.', pol. oczy, Russ. óči (< BSl. *akῑ ´ du.).
(13) oprus. (pomez.) ausins (< *ausῑ ´ + -nas) vs. lith. ausì du. 'two ears', pol. uszy, Russ. úši (< BSl. *aušῑ ´ du.).
the opposition between the west Baltic and east Baltic forms seems similar to or even identical with the situation observed in tocharian and albanian, cf. toch. a aśäṁ, toch. B eś(a)ne vs. toch. B eś (both 'two eyes'), alb. syni / syri vs. sy (both 'eye'). Formally, BSl. *akῑ ´ du. corresponds to toch. B eś (du.) 'two eyes' and alb. sy pl. 'eyes' (all from Ie. *o(t)k w i-h 1 ). on the other hand, opruss. akins sg. 'eye' seems to be related to toch. a aśäṁ, toch. B eś(a)ne du. 'two eyes' and to alb. syni/syri 'eye' (the definite form). It is clear, therefore, that the west Baltic languages, as well as the tocharian and albanian, demonstrated originally a number of parallel forms with the -n-marker and without it. It seems
